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Abstract (en)
Automatic vending machine for long products of roughly cylindrical form, particularly for long loaves and sticks of bread. The vertical storage
passage (52) consists of a space made between a vertical grid (10) and a series of vertical superposed flaps (6) forming compartments (38) whose
base is formed of blocks (37) inclined so that the products stored in these compartments slide towards the flaps (6), the upper compartment (20)
being open. The discharge device (56) comprises a horizontal platform (13) with a height which can be adjusted as a function of the thickness of the
products stored in the vending machine and which serves as a support for the product (43) being dispensed; a horizontal bar (23) disposed above
the platform (13) and integrally attached to rollers (22) by means of two sets of two arms (21) and (21') fixed to the bar (23), on the one hand by
means of pivots (44) and (44') and on the other hand by springs (54) and (54'): two vertical metallic plates (28) and (28') connected to one another
via a shaft (32) mounted pivotably on the supports (3) and (3') and integrally attached by means of two sets of levers (15)-(15') and (19)-(19'), on the
one hand to the platform (13) and on the other hand to the bar (23), the plate (28) being integrally attached by a pivot (33) to one of the ends of a
connecting rod (47) whose other end is connected by means of a pivot (46) to a cam (45) integral with a motor (34) fixed on the support (3); a guide
wall (41) located below the flaps (6) and in their extension and equipped with two openings (39) and (42) for the platform (13) and the rollers (22) to
pass. <IMAGE>
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